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ABSTRACT: A dynamic model has been developed describing the effects of transient N assimilation 
following NH,+pulses on protein synthesis and on C mobilization in red algae. The model simulations 
indicate that the differential response of phycobiliproteins to N availability seems to be related to a 
more general response of chloroplast proteins to N supply. The model displays a high robustness. The 
incorporation of different functions of amino acid transport between the chloroplast and cytosol frac- 
tions, as well as different initial distributions of amino aclds between these fractions, has little effect on 
N incorporation at  the protein level, with chloroplast proteins being much more affected than cytosolic 
ones by the variation of the external forcing function, the NH,' supply. With respect to cell C metabo- 
lism, the main changes promoted by a transient NH,+assimilation were not in total cell C but in the allo- 
cation of C between C reserve structures (carbohydrates) and organic N compounds (amino acids and 
proteins). The stoich~ometry of 6 C molecules needed per N molecule assimilated seems to be crucial in 
determining the rate of C mobilization in response to transient N assimilation. The development of the 
model provides further insights in the mechanism of C-N interaction In marine red algae,  where the 
presence of particular N compounds such as phycoblllproteins and of C compounds such as cell wall 
polysaccharides and floridean starch is different compared to green algae and higher plants. The 
results of the simulations compared favorably wlth the experimental data reported for the red alga 
Gracilariopsis lemaneiformis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In ecology there is an extensive tradition in model- 
ling aquatic ecosystems, particularlly phytoplankton 
growth in terms of mass and energy fluxes (see, for 
instance, Kremer & Nixon 1978, Wiegert 1979, Kiefer & 

Mitchell 1983, Falkowski et al. 1985, Wulff et al. 1989, 
Laws & Chalup 1990, Geider et al. 1996). Physiological 
models have also been coupled to ecological questions 
to develop new approaches to understanding various 
acclimation responses (Mooney 1991). In a previous 
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study (Vergara et al. 1995), we raised 2 questions to be 
addressed with respect to the response of red alga 
Gracilariopsjs l e m a n e i f o r m i s  following transient NH,' 
pulses. First, is the sensitivity of phycobiliproteins to N 
availability somehow related to a more general 
response of chloroplast proteins to N supply? Second, 
what is the stoichiometry of C mobilization in response 
to transient NH,+ assimilation? The model presented 
here is intended to clarify these questions, imposing a 
number of theoretical constraints to be checked. We 
have analyzed the compartmentalization of protein 
synthesis between chloroplast and cytosol, assaying 
different kinds of amino acid (aa) transport across the 
chloroplast membranes, and the stoichiometry of C 
requirement to support N assimilation into organic N 
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compounds (amino acids and proteins). The simulation 
of the model indicates that both processes, differential 
protein synthesis in chloroplasts, and close stoichiome- 
try between C and N assimilat~on, are key elements in 
determining the control of C and N allocation in red 
algae. 

F3 CYTOSOL 

CYTOSOL 

FORMULATION OF THE MODEL 

F3 CHLOROPLAST 

PROTEINS 

CHLOROPLAST 

The model is made up of a transference matrix 
(where the nodules a,, express the relationships among 
the variables) and a state vector, which represents the 
state of the variables at a given time. These rates (ao) 
are not constants, but functions of the instantaneous 
concentration of the different variables involved 
through several equations. To facilitate the simulation, 
differential equations have been transformed to differ- 
ence equations by means of a numerical integration 
(Euler's method, Jeffries 1988): 

\ / 

\ / 

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic rep- 
resentation of the model 
showing the simulated 
subcellular compartmen- 
talization of cell C and N 
variables and flows. State 
variables (boxes) are 
joined by arrows that 
ind~cate the mass flow of 
C and N at the cellular 
level. Circles represent 
the functions regulating 
the flows among the com- 

partments 

The model was run over a period of 6 h,  with a A t  of 
0.01 h. The relationships among the vanables involved in 
transient N assimilation are  shown in Fig. 1. A notation 
list is provided (Table 1). Dry weight is denoted as DW. 

Difference equations of N metabolism. In response 
to an  initial pulse of NH,', external NH,' concentration 
will decrease in accordance with the uptake rate of 
NH4+ (F , ) :  

~ [ N H ;  ~ x t .  ] 
= -F1 

d t 
(2) 

The variation of the concentration of internal NH,+ is 
a net balance between the net entrance of external 
NH,+ (F,) and the net rate of aa synthesis (F2): 

This assumes that the production of NH,' via the 
nitrate and nitrite reductase pathway will be insignifi- 
cant in comparison with the uptake of external NH4+, 
as discussed previously (Vergara et al. 1995). 

The variation of the concentration of aa is a net bal- 
ance between the net rate of a a  synthesis (F2) and the 
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net rate of protein synthesis (F3): The variation of the concentration of proteins @rot) 
will depend on its rate of synthesis (F.,): 

Sol. C 

Table 1. Syinbols and unlts of the state variables, flows and parameters From this point, we simulated the processes 
of the model. DMi: dry weight of aa  and protein synthesis, taking into 

Flows 

F1 
F2 
F; 
Fj rh~ow 

F3cyl 

DT 
ST 

State variables 
NH,' Ext. External ammonia concentration (pm01 NH,' g- '  DW) 
NH,+ Int. Internal ammonla concentration (pmol NH,' g '  DW) 
aa Amino acid concentration (pmol aa g- '  DW) 

a a ,  Chloroplast amino acld concentration (pm01 aa g - '  DW) 

~ ~ C Y I  Cytosolic amino acid concentration (prnol aa g.' DLV) 
prot Protein concentration (pm01 N g.' DW) 

protChlor Chloroplast protein concentration (pmol N g-' DW) 

profCyl Cytosolic protein concentration (pmol N g.' DW) 
Ins. C Insoluble carbohydrate concentration (mg C g-' DW) 

Soluble carbohydrate concentration (mg C g-' DW) 

account the subcellular compartmentalization 
between chloroplast and cytosol and impos- 
ing a number of theoretical assumptions to be 
checked. The aa  concentration in the chloro- 
plast (aa,,,,,) will be affected by the rate of aa  
synthesis (F2), which takes place primarily in 
the chloroplast (Fisher & Klein 1988), by the 
aa  transport between chloroplast and  cytosol 
(Trans.) and by the net rate of protein synthe- 
sis in chloroplast (F3chlor): 

Net ammonia uptake rate (pmol NH,' g.' DW h- ' )  
Net amino acid synthesis (pm01 aa g-' DW h-') 
Nct protein synthesis (pmol N g-l DW h-') 
Net proteln synthesis in chloroplast (prnol N g.' DW h-') 
Net protein synthesis In cytosol (pmol N g.' DW h- ')  
Diffusive aa  transport (pmol aa  g-' DW h-') 
Stimulated aa transport (pmol aa g ' DW h-') 

Trdns Net aa  transpol-t (DT+ST) (pmol aa g ' DW h-') 

GI Net photosynthesis rate (mg C g.' DW h- ')  

G2 Net rate of insoluble carbohydrate mobilization 
(rng C g-l DW h-') 

G3 Whole C requirement to support N assimilation 
(mg C g.' DW h-') (fixed stoichlometry of 6 m01 C per 
m01 assimilated N) 

(G3- G,) Net C mobilization/accumulation, considering that G, is 
directed towards N assirn~lation, or stored in the case of 
N depletion (mg C g-' DW h-') 

Parameters 

FI ,,X Maximum net ammonia uptake rate 
(pm01 NH,' g- '  DW h- ')  

K s ~ l  Semisaturat~on constant for ammonia uptake 
(pmol NH,' g-' DW ) 

F,,,,,,,, Maxlmum rate of protein synthesis in cytosol 
(pm01 N g.' DW h- ')  

K,,,,,., Semisaturation constant of protein synthesis in cytosol 
(pmol aa,,, g-' DW) 

d Diffusion constant for aa  transport ( h-') 

ST,,,, Maximum rate of stimulated aa transport 
(pmol aa  g.' DW h-') 

K~~~ Semisaturation constant for stimulated aa  transport 
(pmol aa g.'' DW h-l) 

n H Hill exponent 
Maximum rate of insoluble carbohydrate mobilization 
(mg C g-' DW h-') 
External NH,+ compensation point for insoluble carbo- 
hydrate mob~llzation (pmol NH4' y-' DW ) 

Semisaturat~on constant for insoluble carbohydrate 
mobilization (pmol NH,' g-' DW) 

The aa  concentration in the cytosol (ad,,,) 
will be affected by the rate of a a  transport 
(Trans.), and by the rate of protein synthesis in 
cytosol (F,,,,,): 

The variation of the chloroplast proteins will 
depend on the net rate of protein synthesis in 
this organelle: 

and,  in the same way, cytosolic proteins will 
be affected by the net rate of protein synthesis 
in the cytosol: 

Nitrogen flows. The time course of the dif- 
ferent internal N variables will depend on the 
flows established among them. In this study, a 
variable flow of N was maintained, as external 
NH4+ concentration did not remain constant 
with time. The first rate to be  considered is the 
uptake of external NH4+ (F,), which is fitted to 
a typical saturation kinetic: 

External NH4* concentration is expressed a s  
pm01 NH,+ g. DW (scaled to culture density; 
i.e. 200 pM NH,' represents 454.5 pm01 NH4+ 
g-' DW). The maximum net uptake rate (F,,,,,, 
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= 75 pm01 NH,' g-' DW h- ')  and the semisaturation 
constant (KsF, = 118 pm01 NH ,+ g-' DW) were taken 
from Vergara et al. (1995). 

The net rate of aa synthesis, also estimated from the 
previous experimental approach (Vergara et  al. 1995), 
is a linear function of the rate of uptake of external 
NH,' in the range assayed: 

In the same way, the net rate of protein synthesis is a 
linear function of the rate of aa  synthesis: 

Amino acid transport. In a first approach, there will 
be a diffusive transport (LIT) according to the concen- 
tration gradient of aa between the chloroplast and the 
cytosol: 

The aa  flow is governed by a concentration gradient. 
The magnitude of the process will depend on the rate 
of the diffusion constant, 'd ' .  The default value was set 
at 0.05 h-'. As it will be seen below, the alteration of 
this parameter had little effect on the end response of 
the simulations. As this diffusive process is dependent 
on a concentration gradient, this approach is valid 
whenever chloroplast and cytosolic volumes are simi- 
lar. Despite some variability, several data in red algae 
indicate that chloroplast volume is about 50% of the 
protoplasm volume (Cunningham et al. 1992). 

According to this approach, aa transport is a passive 
process dependent on a concentration gradient, and it 
is not modulated by the activity of aa synthesis. The 
process has been modified with the introduction of a 
term of stimulated transport depending on the need of 
C skeletons for inorganic N assimilation into aa.  
Chloroplasts display a differential permeability to sev- 
eral compounds, with the internal chloroplast mem- 
brane being the limiting step (Heldt 1976). Dicarboxy- 
late transport is an  active process (Lehner & Heldt 
1978). Although dicarboxylate shuttles do not have an 
exact stoichiometry as with other shuttle systems 
(Flugge & Heldt 1991), an elevated entrance of organic 
acids in the chloroplast will cause a net export of aa 
from the chloroplast. We have considered aa transport 
as a sigmoid function of the rate of aa synthesis in 
chloroplast: 

The maximum rate of stimulated transport (ST*,,) 
was set at  10 pm01 aa g-' DW h-',  which is on the same 
order of magnitude as the values reported in vitro in 
spinach chloroplasts (Lehner & Heldt 1978). The semi- 
saturation constant (KssT) is set at half of the maximum 

' t , , ,  , , , , 1' a, 
, .  ..... D ~ f f u s i v e  

I _ '  
I ,  _ - - Stimulated 

0 -  
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Fig 2 Simulated functions of aa transport between chloro- 
plast and cytosol Diffusive component as a function of the d ~ f -  
ference of aa concentration between chloroplast and cytosol 
(aachlor - aacyl ) ,  the direction depending on the concentration 
g rad~en t  Different values for the diffusion constant d are 
shown St~mulated transport, as a function of the rate of aa 
synthesis (F?). fitted to a sigmoidal curve (max~mum rate of aa 
synthesis observed experimentally was about 60 pm01 aa g-l 

DW h ',Vergara et  a1 (1995) 

rate of aa synthesis (30 pm01 aa g-' DW h-'), and the 
exponent nH at 4 .  

The magnitude of aa transport by a diffusive process 
(a linear function, the direction depending on the gra- 
dient established) and by stimulated transport is plot- 
ted in Fig. 2 .  The resulting transport is the net balance 
between diffusive and stimulated transport, which can 
act in either the same or reverse direction (Eqs. 13 & 

14): 

Trans. = d([aachlor] [aacyl]) c STmax 
F? 

(15) 
F ; ~  + K:& 

Protein synthesis. The rate of protein synthesis in 
cytosol is assumed to be a saturation function with 
respect to the aa concentration in this compartment: 

The maximum rate chosen (F3cyunau = 40 pm01 g-' DW 
h-') is 2/3 of the maximum rate of protein synthesis 
observed experimentally, and the semisaturation con- 
stant (K,ddc,, = 120 pm01 N g-' DW) is half of the initial 
aa concentration (that is, the inltial concentration of aa  
in the cytosol in the default simulation of 1 : l ) .  

The rate of protein synthesis in the chloroplast is the 
difference between overall protein synthesis (esti- 
mated from experimental results, Vergara et al. 1995) 
and the rate of protein synthesis in cytosol (Eq. 12 - 
Eq. 16): 
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The simulations started with the same initial con- 
centrations a s  those in our previous study (Vergara et  
al. 1995). To simulate the response at  the subcellular 
level (cytosol and chloroplast) we must define a num- 
ber of initial conditions. Simulations were carried out 
at different initial proportions of aa for chloroplast and 
cytosol. From the initial aa  concentration (240 pm01 aa  
g-' DW), w e  used different ratios of aa  for chloroplast 
and cytosol: 1 : l  (default value; 120 pm01 aa  g-' DW in 
both compartments), 2cyt:lchlor, and lcyt:2chlor. The 
diffusion constant d was simulated at rates of 0.05 
(default value), 0.1 and 0.2 h-'. With respect to the 
proteins, it is of interest to know the selective varia- 
tion of the flow of N towards cytosolic or chloroplast 
proteins. Assuming that proteins have 14 % content of 
N, there were 255 pm01 N g-' DW in the initial state, 
55 pm01 N g-' DW of which were associated with 
phycobiliproteins (PBP) (Vergara et al. 1995). In the 
simulations, we established the following conditions 
(g-' DW): 100 pm01 N in chloroplast proteins: 55 pm01 
N in PBP and 45 pm01 N in Rubisco plus other soluble 
chloroplast proteins. Of the remaining proteins, 
155 pm01 N are thus located initially in cytosolic solu- 
ble proteins. These concentrations represent an  initial 
ratio of phycobiliproteins:soluble proteins (PBP:SP) 
similar to experimental data (21.5%), and a n  initial 
proportion of chloroplast proteins:soluble proteins to 
be 39.2 %. 

Difference equations of C metabolism. In relation to 
C variables, the variation of the concentration of insol- 
uble carbohydrates is defined by a rate of mobilization 
or accumulation of C, G2 

The control of the concentration of soluble carbohy- 
drates is shared among several flows. It will depend on 
a photosynthetic entrance of C (G,), an  input/output by 
mobilization/accumulation of insoluble carbohydrates 
(G2), and an  output of C to be  cycled in a respiratory 
pathway (G3): 

Carbon flow. The rate Gl represents the C entrance 
by photosynthesis. Two values were assayed. We 
assume a value of 1 mg C g-' DW h-' at a subsaturating 
irradiance of 80 pm01 S-' (Vergara et  al. 1995), and 
of 2 mg C g-' DW h-' a t  saturating irradiances, close 
values to those for other Gracilaria species (Beer & 
Levy 1983, Garcia-Sanchez et  al. 1993). 

The rate of C mobilization from reserve structures 
(G2) was fitted to a saturation curve with respect to 

external NH,+ availability. When NH,' becomes limit- 
ing, there is a net C accumulation in reserve structures 
(G2 < 0) while C is mobilized in response to a transient 
N assimilation (G2 > 0): 

The values chosen for the parameters (maximum 
rate of C mobilization, G2max = 2.4 mg  C g-' DW h-'; 
compensation point for NH,', CPc2 = 45 pm01 NH,+ g-' 
DW; and the semisaturation constant, KsC2 = l 70  pm01 
NH,' g-' DW) fit well with our experimental results. 
The variation of these parameters does not affect the 
overall mobilization of C, which is set by the require- 
ment of C skeletons for N assimilation. It only affects 
the relative degree of mobilization of insoluble and sol- 
uble carbohydrates. 

The rate of mobilization of carbon (G3) was consid- 
ered to be a function of the rate of aa  synthesis (F2). We 
assume the stoichiometry of 6 atoms of C per atom of N 
assimilated in a a  (Elfiri & Turpin 1986). A relation devi- 
ating from this will imply a n  accumulation or drain of 
intermediary C metabolites (mainly from the tricar- 
boxylic acid cycle in the mitochondrion): 

Therefore, 

G, is the whole C requirement to meet N assimila- 
tion. The difference (G3 - G,) is the net mobilization of 
C from the insoluble and soluble carbohydrate pools, 
considering that all the entrance of C by photosynthe- 
sis is directed towards aa synthesis during transient N 
assimilation, or accumulated in C reserves in the case 
of N depletion. This is a net balance, which is measur- 
able from our experimental results regardless the data 
about the photosynthetic C supply. The initial con- 
centrations of insoluble and  soluble carbohydrates 
simulated were those observed in the experimental 
approach (Vergara et al. 1995). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This model is intended to understand ecological 
phenomena such as transient N assimilation in red 
algae, which is of importance in a system where N is 
intermittently supplied, and its connection with cell C 
dynamics, a s  N assimilation is dependent on photo- 
synthetic C metabolism. However, a s  pointed out by 
Scheffer et  al. (1993). the versatility of a simulation 
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model allows us to project a large variety of different 
simulation experiments. A complete account of the 
potential behavior under different circumstances (ex- 
ternal N availability, photosynthetic C entrance, in- 
ternal concentration and changes in the allocation of 
N and C compounds, wide range of parameter set- 
tings) cannot be given. Therefore, the results pre- 
sented here are compared with the experimental 
results that have been determined previously for the 
red alga Gracila.riopsis lemaneiformis (Vergara et al. 
1995). 

Amino acid transport 

As expected, intermediary N compounds (internal 
NH,' and aa) showed a concentration that was similar 
to the experimental ones after 6 h (data not shown), 
since the rates of N flow were derived from the data 
obtained in the experimental approach. The time 
course of aa  transport between chloroplast and cytosol 
at different initial NH,+ pulses is shown in Fig. 3. The 
aa transport is a net balance between a diffusive com- 
ponent, which depends on the difference of aa  concen- 
tration between the 2 compartments, and a stimulated 
transport, which is a function of the rate of aa  synthesis 
in the chloroplast. A default value of the diffusion con- 
stant of d = 0.05 h-' was simulated. We assayed 3 
distinct initial distributions of aa  between chloroplast 
and cytosol (percentages lcyt: lchlor, lcyt: 2chlor, and 
2cyt:lchlor). Positive values represent a net outflow of 
aa  from the chloroplast to the cytosol, and conversely, 
negative values represent a net inflow of aa  into the 
chloroplast. 

In the absence of an  external source of N (no NH,+ 
added), active transport is considered null because of 
the lack of demand of organic acids, and aa transport is 
only driven by a diffusive process, which depends on 
the difference of concentration of aa  between chloro- 
plast and cytosol (Fig. 3) .  The larger the initial NH,' 
pulse, the higher the activity of stimulated transport, 
this activity being close to the maximum rate (STm,,) 
after 100 and 200 PM NH4+ pu.lses, and decreasing 
with time as a consequence of the drop i.n aa  synthesis, 

Fig. 3. Time course of aa transport between the chloroplast 
and the cytosol at different initial NH,+ pulses (0 to 200 PM). 
Different initial aa allocations between chloroplast and 
cytosol were assayed (ratios 1:1, Ichlor:2cyt, and 2chlor:lcyt); 
the diffusion constant d was fixed at the default value 
(0.05 d-l). The aa transport is a net balance between a diffu- 
sive and a stimulated component. Positive values represent a 
net outflow of aa from the chloroplast, and negative ones a net 

inflow into the chloroplast 

Net aa transport 
...... Stimulated 

110 

d.,*,** 410 I 
2Cyt: t Chlor - n. E.-! 

,(2Cyt:1 Chlor 
200 pM l 

B - 5 , -  5 

0 1 2 3 4  
Time (h) 
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- 8 0 2Cyt lChlor 
3 8 0 

2Chlor 1 Cyt 
0 

' 6 0 
A 

o 6 0 

4 D~ffus~on w~thout st~mulated transport 

3 5 
--L D~ffus~on w~th s!~rnulated transport 

Fig 4 ( A )  Integrated net aa transport from the chloroplast to 
the cytosol during the penod of the expenment (6 h )  at differ- 
ent initial NH,' pulses, assaying a different lnltial aa  alloca- 
tion between chloroplast and cytosol ( ra t~os  1 1, lchlor 2cyt, 
and 2chlor lcyt)  the diffusion constant d was set at  the 
default value (0 05 d ') The data represent Integrates in tlme 
fiom Fig 3 (B)  Contributions of stimulated and diffusive 
tiansport In the net aa transport, as a function of lnit~al NH,* 
pulses and ~nit ial  aa distribution (C) Diffusive aa  transport 
during the penod of the expeiiment (6 h) as a function of ini- 
tial NH,' supply, either when a diffusive component was 
assayed alone or when there was a co-occurring stimulated aa 

transport 

which in turn is caused by the drop of external NH,' 
concentration. 

The time course of diffusive transport is affected 
more by the initial distribution of aa  inside and outside 
the chloroplast assayed than by the rate of aa synthesis 
(which is strongly influenced by external NH,' avail- 
ability). Stimulated transport is assumed not to be 
affected by the particular stoichiometry of aa in chloro- 
plast and cytosol, as it depends on the net rate of aa  
synthesis in the chloroplast. 

The process outlined above (Fig. 3) shows the time 
course of aa transport. The integration of the area 
under these curves represent the net transport of aa 
during the period of the experiment (6 h) .  The net aa  
transport displayed a sigmoidal curve with respect to 
external NH,' supply. In addition, aa  transport was 
greater as  the initial aa concentration was higher in the 
chloroplast, as a consequence of an enhanced diffusive 
component (Fig. 4.4). The relative contributions of the 
diffusive component and of the stimulated transport 
are shown in Fig. 4B. Diffusive transport was important 
when the initial NH,' pulse was lower. This con~ponent  
was further enhanced as  the initial aa  levels were 
higher in chloroplast. However, the differences that we  
will find in protein synthesis assuming stimulated 
transport or a diffusive component alone are lower 
than those one might expect a pr~ori (see Fig 7,  for 
instance). This is because stimulated aa transport 
reduces the aa  concentration gradient between chloro- 
plast and cytosol, and therefore, diffusive transport 
becomes less relevant when a stimulated transport is 
also assayed (Fig. 4C).  As a result of the processes of aa 
transport and of the activities of aa and protein synthe- 
sis in chloroplast and cytosol (described below), the aa  
concentration tends to increase in the chloroplast (aa 
synthesis in the chloroplast) and to decrease in the 
cytosol, despite the net outflow of aa from the chloro- 
plast (Fig. 5). For each pulse of external NH,', the ini- 
tial aa distribution between chloroplast and cytosol has 
little effect on the end aa concentration in both com- 
partments, as there was a tendency towards certain 
levels of equilibrium between chloroplast and cytosol 
(Fig. 5). The setting of this equilibrium is shared among 
the processes of diffusive transport, aa synthesis in 
chloroplast and the protein synthesis in both compart- 
ments. The diffusive component will become relevant 
when a high aa gradient is established, as  a tendency 
to equalize the aa concentrations. The aa  concentra- 
tion in each compartment is also affected by the initial 
NH,' pulse, which determines the magnitude of aa  
synthesis rate. When the aa synthesis rate is high, 
there is an  accumulation of aa in the chloroplast, 
despite high rates of protein synthesis in chloroplast 
(described below), as  well as high rates of net aa  out- 
flow towards the cytosol. 
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aa Cyt 
- aa chior 

1 5 0  . . 
. . . 

l- aa Cyt 
2 1 0  -... . aa Chlor 

2 4 0  2 4 0  

Time (h) 

Fig. 5. Time course of aa concentration in the chloroplast 
(dashed lines) and the cytosol (solid lines) at different initial 
NH,' pulses. (A) Initial distribution 120 pm01 aa g-' DW on 
each compartment; (B) 160 pm01 aa g-l DW in the cytosol and 
80 pm01 aa g-' DW in the chloroplast, (C) 80 pm01 aa g-' DW 
in the cytosol and 160 pmol aa g-' DW in the chloroplast. 

Default value used for d = 0.05 h-' 

2 1 0  2 1 0  

the experimental results, is a linear function of the rate 
of a a  synthesis for the range of NH4' pulses and of time 
period assayed (F3 = 12.6 + 0.6F2). This function indi- 
cates that some of the preexisting aa  are used in pro- 
tein synthesis during N limitation, while a n  excess of 
a a  are  synthesized when the pulse of NH,' is high, 
which may saturate the rate of protein synthesis. The 
rate of protein synthesis in cytosol (F3cy,) was set as a 
saturation function of the aa  concentration in the 
cytosol, and the rate of protein synthesis in chloroplast 
(F3chlor) as the difference between F3 and F3cyI. Thus, 
protein synthesis was not only affected by the assimila- 
tion of inorganic N into aa ,  but also by the aa  transport 
between chloroplast and cytosol. The time course of 
the rate of protein synthesis in chloroplast and cytosol 
a t  different pulses of external NH4+ is shown in Fig. 6. 
Chloroplast protein synthesis was strongly influenced 
by the magnitude of NH,' pulses, unlike cytosolic 
ones. In the absence of NH,' supply, there was a net 
protein degradation in chloroplast (F:, c 0), while pro- 
tein synthesis in cytosol was maintained close to a n  
optimum level. In contrast, protein synthesis in chloro- 
plast was higher than that in cytosol in response to a 
200 pM NH,' pulse. Thus, in the short-term (hours), 
cytosolic protein synthesis is, unlike that for the chloro- 
plast, rather independent of external NH,+ supply. 

The relative importance of PBP within the soluble 
protein pool is indicated by the ratio PBP:SP (Vergara & 
Niell 1993, Vergara et al. 1995). If PBP changed in. the 
same proportion as the other proteins, it would indicate 
a generalized and not a selective response of PBP to N 
starvation or N supply. The initial hypothesis to con- 
sider is that the PBP follow a more general response of 
chloroplast proteins to N availability. The PBP:SP ratios 

l 

1 8 0 ;  200 PM 1  8 0  I 

- aa Cyt 
aa Chlor 

F3 Cytosol .. . F3 Chloroplast 
3 0, l 

Protein synthesis 

Ultimately, the importance of having an  approximate 
knowledge of the processes of aa  transport relies on 
the fact that it will determine the rates of protein syn- 
thesis in cytosol and chloroplast, a s  a a  transport inter- 
acts with the concentrations of aa  in both compart- 
ments. The rate of protein synthesis, estimated from 

I - l 01 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6  

Time (h) 
Fig. 6 .  Time course of net protein synthesis in the chloroplast 
and the cytosol at different initial NH,' pulses, in the default 
simulations (diffusive and stimulated aa transport; d = 0 05 h-'; 

init~al aa distribut~on between chloroplast and cytosol 1 : l  
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Flg. 7. Predicted values of the ratio PBP.SP and those observed 
expenmentally in response to dlfferent NH,' pulses after 6 h Pre- 
dlcted ratlos were assayed at  3 different initial ratios of aa In the 
chloroplast and the cytosol, assuming a diffusive component alone 
or c o u ~ l e d  to a s t~mulated  transDort The thick dashed line shows 

ent rates of diffusive transport (d from 0.05 to 
0.2 h- ' )  modified the PBP:SP ratio less than a dif- 
ferent initial aa  ratio between chloroplast and cy- 
tosol or the assay of different kinds of transport 
(data not shown). The ratio was kept higher if the 
in~tial  aa concentration was larger In the chloro- 
plast (Eo term, see  Table 2).  However, the affinity 
(estimated by the semisaturation constant) was af- 
fected neither by the in~tial  aa distribution nor the 
assay of a diffusive compartment or when it is cou- 
pled to stimulated transport. The maximum 
PBP:SP ratio attained was sl~ghtly lowered by the 
application of a stimulated transport. 

However, t h ~ s  is the result when a constant rela- 
tion between PBP and plastid proteins is consid- 
ered.  Alternatively, experimental data could be 
also fitted to a saturation curve with a higher affin- 
ity to N supply (lower K,). This fitted curve 
reached saturation at lower external NH,+ con- 
centrations, and the maximum PBP:SP ratio was 

chloroplast and cytosol. In fact, d~ffer -  

an alternative curve representing a Pi response with more afflnlty lower than those attained by the simulations 
to N supply (Table 2) As ind~cated  in a previous study (Ver- 

gara et al. 1995), changes in the abundance of 
derived from the model, assuming different kinds of aa photosynthetic prote~ns  are not proportional to N linii- 
transport, for different initial aa  distributions between t a t~on  (Falkowski et al. 1989), the rate of plastld protein 
chloroplast and cytosol, together with the experimental synthesis being controlled at a translational level 
data from Vergara et al. (1995) are depicted in Fig. 7.  (Plumley & Schmidt 1989). PBP seems to follow a more 
The ratio PBP:PS d~splayed a saturation curve with general response of plastid proteins. Other chloroplast 
respect to external NH,+ availability. In optimal condi- proteins such as Rubisco will also be affected by N 
tions, a maximum PBP content 1s expected to occur, availability in red algae (Garcia-Sanchez et al. 1993), 
constrained by a maximum density of phycobil~somes where both Rub~sco subunits are chloroplast-encoded 
per thylakoid area,  while SP concentration can further proteins (Valentin & Zetsche 1989). Thus, t h ~ s  hypoth- 
increase. It can eventually lead to a dec l~ne  of the esis becomes relevant in these organisms, where 2 of 
PBP:SP ratio. In contrast, during N limitation, the period the more abundant proteins are chloroplast encoded 
of time over which algae were subjected to N starvation (PBP accounting for about 25 O/o and Rubisco for about 
will determine the degree of mobilization of PBP. In our 10 % of soluble proteins). 
approach, PBP mobilization is studied 
in the short-term (hours), thus holding 
PBP concentration at physiological lev- Table 2. Parameters of the rat10 PBP SP, as a saturation functlon of external 

els, In the long-ternl, a prolonged NH4' ava~lab~l i ty  after 6 h,  lncludlng dlfferent kinds of aa  transport as  well as  
dlfferent initial aa ratlos between chloroplast and cytosol Curves were fltted to 

promotes an obvious a saturation curve plus an  E, term (value of the PBP SP rat10 when external 
lng of the red algae (Bird et al. 1982, NH,'Is zero) K, (semisaturation constant, p M  NH,'). L',,,,,, (maxlmum varlatlon 
Vergara et al. 1993). The response of of the PBP.SP ratio); iclax (maxlmum PBP.SP rat10 attained, M a x  = E, + L',,,,,,). 

chloroplast proteins to  NH,+ Values for an alternative curve f l t t~ng of the experimental data are  also shown 

will be influenced by the rate of aa syn- 
thesis in the chloroplast, the transport 
phenomena of aa between chloroplast 
and cytosol, and by the rates of protein 
synthesis in both compartments. An as- 
say of a diffusive transport of aa alone, 
or coupled to a stimulated transport, re- 
vealed some variations of PBP:SP ratio 
which were lower than those promoted 
by the initial aa distribution between 

D~ffusive aa transport Diffusive plus stimulated 
aa  transport 

Parameter E" K, V,,,,, Adax EO K, V,,,, M a x  
P 

Initial aci ratlo. 
2cyt:lchlor 11 2 133 25 5 3 6 7  11.2 134 23.5 34.7 
1cyt:lchlor 13 8 134 24.0 37 8 13.8 135 21.6 35 4 
lcyt:2chlor 16 7 135 22.2 38 9 16.7 136 19.5 36 2 

Alternat~ve 
c,rv, f l t t lna 15 30 12.9 28 8 
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Mobilization of C during NH4+ assimilation 

The second object~ve of the model was to assess the 
interaction between C and N metabolism during tran- 
sient NH,' assimilation in red algae. In normal condi- 
tions, C skeletons for aa synthesis are supplied by pho- 
tosynthesis. However, when N assimilation exceeds 
photosynthetic C supply, carbohydrates become the 
main source of C for aa synthesis (Elfin: & Turpin 1987, 

- - Flow of C during N assimilation (6 h) 

During 
(6 hours) 

~~~i~~ N limitation 
(48 hours) 

Flow of C during N limitation (48 h) 

l: 2 

1 

0 

- 1 
0 5 0 100 200 

U Uptake of external ammonia 

O Flow of N from internal ammonia to aa 
Flow of N from aa to proteins 
Flow of N from internal ammonia to aa 
Flow of N from aa to proteins 

Fig. 8. (A) Net flow of N ( NH4+ uptake, flow of N from inter- 
nal NH4+ to aa and N from aa to proteins) (pm01 N g.' DW) 
during N asslrnilation following NH,' pulses (6 h) and dur~ng  
subsequent N limitation (48 h). Data were not scaled to time to 
appreciate graphically the N flow during the period of N lim- 
itation. (B) Net flow of C from soluble and insoluble carbohy- 
drates pools (G, - G,)  (rng C g-I DW h-') during N assimilation 
following NH,' pulses (6 h) and during subsequent N limita- 

tion (48 h). Data from Vergara et al. (1995) 

Plumley & Schmidt 1989). Independent of the source of 
C (photosynthetic C or from reserve compounds) N 
assimilation enhances the C flow through respiratory 
pathways (Turpin et al. 1988). In a previous study, both 
soluble and insoluble carbohydrate concentrations 

. - 
l n i t  0 5 0  l00 2 0 0  

6 0 

Fig. 9. Predicted and experimentally observed concentrations 
of (A) insoluble and (B) soluble carbohydrates in response to 
different NH4+ pulses after 6 h. (C) Predicted and observed 
rates of C mobilization (G3 - G, > 0) or accumulat~on (Gj - G, 

< 0) after 6 h in response to different NH,' pulses 

3 5 5 -  
a 

Observed 
Simulated 

T i I 
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decreased in response to transient NH,' assimilation in 
Gracilariopsis lemaneiformis (Vergara et al. 1995). In 
Fig. 8, the flow of N (NH,' uptake, N flow from internal 
NH,' to aa  and N flow from a a  to proteins during N 
assimilation (6 h) and subsequent N limitation (48 h) in 
parallel with the flow of C from carbohydrates (net 
mobilization rate, G3 - G 1 )  are  shown. Cell C was mobi- 
lized from carbohydrates in response to active NH,+ 
assimilation (100 and 200 pM NH,' pulses). Con- 
versely, carbohydrates were accumulated during N 
limitation (no NH4+ supply). Subsequently, in N limit- 
ing conditions, concomitant with a drastic reduction of 
N assimilation into aa ,  C mobilization from carbohy- 
drates was restricted. There was an accumulation of 
carbohydrates on the same order of magni- 
tude as in the control treatment without N 
supply, which may correspond to the photo- 
synthetic C entrance (G,). 

The question is how to approximate the 
stoichiometry of C mobilization in response 
to N assimilation. Theoretically, 6 atoms of C 
(2 molecules C3) are  supposed to be neces- 
sary to assimilate 1 molecule of inorganic N 
into aa  (Elfiri & Turpin 1986). Simulations 
were done with this constraint, considering 
the previously obtained experimental data 
and assuming a photosynthetic C fixation of 
1 mg C g-' DW h-'. The end concentrations 
of soluble and insoluble carbohydrates after 
6 h, compared to the experimental data, a re  
depicted in Fig. 9. Both data sets showed the 
same trend; carbohydrate content decreased 
following NH,' addition. As a consequence, 
the C mobilization from carbohydrates 
occurred in response to an  active N assimila- 
tion, while it was restricted during N limita- 
tion. The predicted rates of C mobilization 
showed the same trend as the observed data 
(Fig 9C). Inserting this result into a more 
general model of interaction, there was a C 
mobilization when a high demand of C 
skeletons occurred, while C was accumu- 
lated in carbohydrates when N assin~ilation 
was impaired (Fig. 10). Thus, the stoichiom- 
etry of N assim~lation (6 m01 C per N mol) is 
essential in determining the cell C dynamics. 
Any deviation from this stoichiometry would 
result in an  accumulation or a drain of inter- 
mediary C compounds, mainly from the tri- 
carboxylic acid cycle. 

A variation in the proportion of insoluble 
carbohydrates within the cell C in response to 
transient N assimilation is expected (Vergara 
et  al. 1995). This ratio, an  indicator of C parti- 
tioning between C reserve structures and or- 

ganic N compounds, is also affected by growth irradi- 
ance. In another agarophyte red alga, Gelidium 
sesquipedale, the ratio insoluble carbohydrates : total cell 
carbon increased when thalli were cultured at  an  irradi- 
ance of 100 pm01 m-' S-', while it decreased when algae 
were cultured at  40 pm01 m-' S-', despite a similar N sup- 
ply (Carmona et al. 1996). Therefore, it could be hy- 
pothesized that at h~gher ,  saturating irradiances, the net 
C mobilization will be lower, despite a similar demand 
for C skeletons. The model was also simulated consider- 
ing a greater C input from photosynthesis, causing a 
lower net C mobilization than at  subsaturating irradi- 
ances (data not shown). The effects of N assimilation on 
C pools will be alleviated at light saturation. 

Fig. 10. Diagrammatic representation of the C flow dunng (A)  transient N 
assimilation and (B) N lim~tation. In (A) ,  photosynthetic C supply is not 
sufficient to maintain N assimilation into aa and proteins, and carbohy- 
drates become the main C source, especially at  subsaturating irradi- 
ances. In (B), photosynthetically fixed C is directed towards C reserve 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Here we present a simple dynamic model of tran- 
sient N assimilation and subsequent C mobilization in 
a marine red alga at the subcellular level. The model 
predictions are in good agreement with the experi- 
mental data, indicating that some of the constraints 
imposed (the differential protein synthesis in chloro- 
plast as a result of a translational control of protein syn- 
thesis, the close stoichiometry of C mobilization in 
response to N assimilation) are ecophysiologically rel- 
evant. The sensitivity of the model to the parameter 
settings indicates that it has a high robustness (Jwr- 
gensen 1986). Great changes in the initial balance of 
aa between chloroplast and cytosol, different parame- 
ter settings for the diffusion constant d, or even assum- 
ing aa  transport promoted by 2 forces or a diffusive 
component alone caused minor changes in the end 
results of the simulations (see, for instance, the ratio 
PBP:SP; Flg. 7)  in comparison with the variation of the 
external forcing function, in our case, the magnitude of 
the external NH,' pulse. Some difficulties arise when 
the parameters, in some cases selected arbitrarily, 
cause a great change in the response of the system. 
With respect to C mobilization, the fixed stoichiometry 
of 6 C molecules per N molecule assimilated seems to 
be determinant in C partitioning between carbohy- 
drates and organic N compounds, effects being espe- 
cially noteworthy at subsaturating irradiance levels. 

While we have made comparisons of the model's 
projections to experimental data for 1 species, it should 
be pointed out that the overall pattern of C and N allo- 
cation in Gracilariopsis lemaneiformis must be similar 
for a number of red algal species, such as Gracilaria 
tikvahiae, Corallina elongata and Gelidium sesqui- 
peddle (Bird et al. 1982, Vergara & Niell 1993, Vergara 
et al. 1993). While there are certain species-specific 
differences, for instance external NH,' uptake rates, or 
cell C compartmentalization in non-agarophyte spe- 
cies, the similarities in C and N allocation patterns 
between these species suggest that this model may be 
a good initial approximation that can be applied to a 
large number of red algae. Experimental results from 
other rhodophyte species can serve to further test the 
robustness of the model. 

However, it must be stressed that many of the limita- 
tions in our dynamic model can be only redressed by a 
focused experimental approach, as Geider et al. (1996) 
stated after developing a dynamic model of phyto- 
plankton photoadaptation. The model can also be 
refined by including other processes not surveyed here 
(proteins synthesized in the cytosol and transported 
into the chloroplast, net leakage of soluble compounds 
from the cell, etc.). In addition, the model assumes 
instantaneous responses. Some simulations were done 

assuming a time lag period; however, the end results 
were similar to those obtained in the present study 
(data not shown). Oscillations were only recorded 
when the time lag period was on the order of hours, a 
period of time close to the length of the simulation 
experiment. Despite these limitations, the model con- 
fers basic insights into the mechanisms of C-N inter- 
action In marine red algae, linking metabolic mecha- 
nisms and subcellular compartmentalization to the 
ecophysiology of red macroalgae. 
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